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a b s t r a c t
Distributed data management is a key technology to enable eﬃcient massive data processing and analysis
in cluster-computing environments. Speciﬁcally, in environments where the data volumes are beyond the
system capabilities, big data ﬁles are required to be summarized by representative samples with the
same statistical properties as the whole dataset. This paper proposes a big data management system
(BDMS) based on distributed random sample data blocks. It presents a high-level architecture design of
the BDMS which extends the current distributed ﬁle systems. This system offers certain functionalities
for block-level management such as statistically-aware data partitioning, data blocks organization, and
data blocks selection. This paper also presents a round-random partitioning scheme to represent a big
dataset as a set of non-overlapping data blocks; each block is a random sample of the whole dataset.
Based on the presented scheme, two algorithms are introduced as an implementation strategy to convert
the HDFS blocks of a big ﬁle into a set of random sample data blocks which is also stored in HDFS.
The experimental results show that the execution time of partitioning operation is acceptable in the real
applications because this operation is only performed once on each input data ﬁle.
© 2018 Elsevier Inc. All rights reserved.

1. Introduction
Analyzing big data is a challenging problem in cluster computing, especially when the data volume goes beyond the available
computing resources. Divide-and-conquer is a common strategy
to solve this problem in computing clusters. Based on this strategy, Hadoop is one of the most popular cluster-based applications
emerged for distributed and parallel processing of big data. The
underlying layers of Hadoop architecture are Hadoop distributed
ﬁle system (HDFS) and MapReduce. HDFS is the ﬁle system component of Hadoop (Shvachko et al., 2010), responsible for partitioning a big ﬁle among the nodes of the cluster system. MapReduce1 is the distributed-computation framework of Hadoop. It was
initially proposed by Google (Dean and Ghemawat, 20 04; 20 08).
While HDFS partitions a big data ﬁle into data blocks distributed
on the nodes of a computing cluster, MapReduce chunks the com-
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putations and executes them in parallel on closest nodes to its data
blocks. By MapReduce, users specify a map function that processes
a key/value pairs to generate a set of intermediate key/value pairs,
and a reduce function that merges all intermediate values associated with the same intermediate key, until going over the entire
data ﬁle. Since the capacity of current technologies highly depends
on in-memory computations, the analysis of the whole data ﬁle
becomes a challenging matter, especially when it requires more resources than the available ones.
In statistics, the property of a large population is estimated
from its samples. Therefore, taking into consideration the statistical
characteristics of data distribution, sampling can be used to summarize or reduce the amount of data. Accordingly, the processing
time of any learning task is reduced by analyzing samples of the
data (Albattah, 2016). Sampling in that sense can be categorized
into two approaches; namely, the block-based sampling (BBS) and
the record-based sampling (RBS) approaches. The BBS can summarize the data ﬁle by selecting speciﬁc blocks. In other words, the
data ﬁle can be statistically studied by studying selected blocks
that have the same statistical distribution as the whole data ﬁle.
On the other hand, the RBS can summarize the data ﬁle by using
randomly selected records. Regarding the processing time, the BBS
is more eﬃcient than RBS in case that each block is represented as
a random sample data block of the whole dataset. It was proven in
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Salloum et al. (2016) proved that, few blocks are enough to build
models for or get statistical estimates of the whole dataset. Consequently, analyzing these few blocks can save time and resources.
1.1. Related work
Since the early 1980s, parallel and distributed ﬁle systems have
emerged as a solution for large-scale datasets analysis (Howard
et al., 1988; Shemer and Neches, 1984). For example, Teradata (Shemer and Neches, 1984) and Gamma projects (DeWitt
et al., 1986) introduced a new architectural paradigm for parallel
database systems running on a cluster of commodity computers
called shared-nothing nodes (or separate CPU, memory, and disks)
connected through a high-speed network. The two projects also introduced a novel idea which is the horizontal partitioning of relational tables, along with the partitioned execution of SQL queries.
The horizontal partitioning is used to distribute the rows of a relational table across the nodes of the cluster in order to be processed
in parallel (Stonebraker et al., 2010).
Over the past two decades, different distributed ﬁle systems
have been introduced such as AFS (Howard et al., 1988), GFS
(Ghemawat et al., 20 03a; 20 03b), PVFS (Carns et al., 20 0 0), GPFS
(Schmuck and Haskin, 2002), Ceph (Weil et al., 2006) and HDFS
(Shvachko et al., 2010). The fundamental idea behind these systems
is to divide the big data ﬁle into small ﬁles (often called blocks),
and distribute these blocks across the nodes of the cluster for parallel processing. Mainly, these systems sequentially cut the big ﬁle
into ﬁxed-size chunks, and these chunks are speciﬁed with byte
range. However, this partitioning method does not consider the statistical characteristics of data distribution in the produced blocks.
Therefore, it is necessary to develop a new partitioning strategy to
convert the big data ﬁle into a large number of blocks, each being
considered as a random sample of the whole dataset. This strategy
can be eﬃciently developed to be scalable to datasets in terabytes
and more, to satisfy the requirements of the big data analysis.
For instance, HDFS chunks the big ﬁle into small blocks sequentially. It does not consider the contents or the statistical characteristics of these blocks but only considers the size. Assume we store
a big sorted table in HDFS. For any block, it may contain instances
or objects in only one class label or just a few (not all) class labels. In this situation, distributions of classes in these blocks are
biased. Therefore, block-based analysis tasks cannot be performed
on the sample of such blocks. Recently, random sample partition
(RSP) (Salloum et al., 2017) has been proposed to represent a big
ﬁle as a set of non-overlapping blocks, where each block is made a
random sample of the whole dataset. RSP is a conversion strategy
that makes each HDFS block a random sample of the entire data.

the whole distributed data. Only a few blocks are needed to analyze or process, therefore, these blocks can be selected or moved
from a data-center to the other for processing and analyzing.
As data partitioning to RSP data model is a crucial operation
in BDMS, we conducted several experiments to evaluate the performance of data partitioning. The experiments show that the execution time for partitioning one terabyte (TB) using round-random
partitioner (RRP) algorithm is about 35 min and for 10 TB using
round-random partitioner for massive data algorithm (massive-RRP)
is about 11.5 h. Since we only need to transform each dataset
once, these times are quite acceptable in real applications. Moreover, we compare the processing performance of BBS and RBS via
further experiments on data analysis. We considered two learning
tasks, namely, regression and classiﬁcation. The experimental results show the performance of the learning algorithms on BBS is
better than on RBS.
The main contributions of our work can be summarized as follows:
•

•

•

•

•

We propose a system architecture called BDMS to manage the
massive data on block-level.
We propose a scheme named round-random partitioning to represent a big ﬁle as a set of non-overlapping data blocks; each
block is a random sample of the whole dataset.
We propose a parallel implementation of RRP and massive-RRP
algorithms on the Spark platform.
We introduce a solution to facilitate the analysis process of the
distributed data into multiple data centers. The proposed solution can isolate the analysis level from the data storage level.
We conduct extensive experiments to comprehensively evaluate
the performance of RRP and massive-RRP algorithms to convert
a big data ﬁle into a set of non-overlapping random sample
data blocks. We performed further experiments to compare the
BBS with RBS by observing the performance of different learning algorithms using both sampling methods.

The remainder of this paper is organized as follows.
Section 2 explains in detail the considered problem and our
solution. The architecture and main components of the proposed
BDMS are introduced in Section 3. Then, we discuss the proposed
algorithms to convert HDFS data blocks of a large ﬁle into RSP
data blocks in Section 4. In Section 5, we show how BDMS can
be employed to handle the analysis process for cross data-centers.
The performance evaluation of RSP generation is presented in
Section 6. In Section 7, we present preliminary results for evaluating the performance of block-based data analysis on synthetic
datasets. Finally, Section 8 concludes the paper.
2. Problem deﬁnition

1.2. Our Contributions
In this paper, we propose a big data management system
(BDMS) based on the random sample data blocks appropriate for
big data analysis. The proposed system offers key functionalities
for block-level management, which enable eﬃcient use of distributed data blocks for various data analysis tasks. Moreover, the
proposed BDMS enhances data privacy by isolating the storage
level of the data from the analysis level. It prevents unwanted processing of the original data as the user can only select a few blocks
to process and analyze. For the purpose of data protection, all of
these processes are recorded in log ﬁles.
Analyzing distributed data on multiple data-centers is a complicated process, especially with massive data. BDMS introduces a
solution to facilitate this process by selecting blocks from different
centers and merging these blocks to produce a new randomized
block. This new block can be considered as a random sample of

Current distributed ﬁle systems (such as HDFS) use divide-andconquer as a common strategy to store and process big data. A data
ﬁle is split into a sequence of ﬁxed-size data blocks (default 128
megabytes), and distributed among different nodes of a computing
cluster (Shvachko et al., 2010). This partitioning method is based
on the byte range without considering the statistical characteristics
of the data distribution. For distributed data processing, multiple
workers or executors operate in parallel on subsets of the massive
data and combine their outputs as iterations proceed to accomplish
the required learning or inference task.
One of the most popular distributed processing systems is the
Hadoop MapReduce. A MapReduce job usually processes HDFS
blocks by the map tasks in a completely parallel manner, and then
the outputs of the maps are inputted to the reduce tasks. Using
MapReduce, users specify map functions that process a key/value
pairs to generate a set of intermediate key/value pairs and a re-
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Fig. 2. Big Data Management System Architecture.
Fig. 1. The execution time of counting some samples from 1 TB dataset using
Apache Spark on a cluster of 5 nodes (each node has 24 cores, 128 GB RAM, and
12.5 TB disk storage).

duce function that merges all intermediate values associated with
the same intermediate key (Dean and Ghemawat, 20 04; 20 08).
Apache Spark (Zaharia et al., 2016), deﬁned as “a uniﬁed engine for big data processing,” has a programming model similar to MapReduce but extends it with a data-sharing abstraction
called “Resilient Distributed Datasets,” (RDDs) (Zaharia et al., 2012).
Apache Spark does not operate on the entire dataset at once. Instead, the data is broken up into small pieces called partitions, each
being operated individually and in parallel. Once the Spark application is submitted, the execution cycle begins with the driver. The
driver creates a directed acyclic graph (DAG) and a DAG scheduler.
The term DAG is an execution plan of actions and transformations,
and the DAG scheduler breaks the DAG into individual stages and
then tasks. Speciﬁcally, it creates a particular task for every partition of an RDD, so that each task is performing the same operation
but on different RDD partitions.
It can be noted that the general strategy of distributed data processing frameworks (as Hadoop MapReduce and Apache Spark) is
to go through the entire data ﬁle. However, analyzing the whole
dataset becomes a challenge, especially when it requires more resources than the available ones. The reasonable question we might
ask is, how to analyze a massive dataset if it exceeds the available resources? How to get good analysis results within a sensible time? The main target of our paper is to answer such important questions. An appealing alternative approach to deal with such
massive datasets is to work with subsets of the data which summarize the statistical characteristics of the whole data. Using such
subsets reduces the consumption of the processing resources as
well as the execution time. Obtaining subsets with the same statistical distribution as the whole data is not an easy task. A variety of algorithms and techniques have been proposed to tackle
such a problem, for instance, bootstrap (Efron, 1979), subsampling
(Politis et al., 1999), and a bag of little bootstrap (Kleiner et al.,
2014). The common idea in these methods is that they draw their
samples online. The computational complexity of such process is
very high and becomes much higher with larger volume datasets.
To illustrate the computational complexity of the online drawing
of samples, we have experimented the sampling of one TB data on
a computing cluster of 5 nodes; each node has 24 cores, 128 GB
RAM, and 12.5 TB disk storage, using Apache Spark. This experiment aims to measure the processing time of the online selection
of some samples by counting its records. As shown in Fig. 1, the
execution time of selecting a random sample, and then executing
the count operation as a Spark’s action operation is about 6 min,
and it costs more than 4 h for 50 samples. Taking a random sample from a massive dataset is a computationally expensive process

because a full scan of the whole dataset needs to be performed to
select a number of records based on random distribution.
On the other hand, assume that the one TB data is partitioned
into a set of data blocks with each block being a random sample
data block. The processing time for selecting 50 blocks, which is
equivalent to 50 samples, and then applying the count operation
costs less than 10 s. This experiment shows that BBS is more eﬃcient than RBS in case that each block is a random sample of the
dataset. For simplicity, assume that multiple operations are needed
to be performed on a big dataset. Instead of repeating the sampling
process for each operation, it is better if the whole dataset is represented as a set of random sample data blocks. Then, the required
number of blocks can be selected to run the operations needed.
Recently, RSP (Salloum et al., 2017) has been proposed to represent a big ﬁle as a set of non-overlapping blocks, where each block
can be considered as a random sample of the whole dataset. RSP is
a representation strategy that makes each HDFS block as a random
sample of the whole data. In this paper, we introduce an eﬃcient
partitioning strategy to convert HDFS blocks, to an RSP model. Furthermore, we propose a data management framework based on
random sample data blocks appropriate for big data analysis. The
proposed framework offers essential functionalities to block-based
sampling management. These functionalities enable eﬃcient use of
distributed data blocks for various data analysis tasks.
3. Big data management system architecture
The architecture of the big data management system (BDMS) is
built on the HDFS system. The BDMS architecture has undergone
many stages of development. It has been motivated by considerations of the block-level management. The functions essential to
the integrity, availability, scale, and security are already inherited
by HDFS on which our system is built. The architecture is designed
with considerations of the simplicity to implement and use, and
of performance to improve the analysis process. The BDMS system consists of the BDMS client, block registry, and block manager
through which the BDMS system exchanges data with the HDFS
system. The BDMS architecture is shown in Fig. 2.
3.1. Block manager
The block manager comprises of two units, namely, the data
import and export unit (DIEU), and the data blocks organization
unit (DBOU). DIEU unit is responsible for converting the ﬁxed-sized
data blocks, drawn from the original big data ﬁle, into RSP blocks.
On the other hand, the DBOU unit builds the mappings related
to the namespace tree and the logical structure of ﬁle blocks. Accordingly, the block manager offers many functions that are designed to facilitate the manipulation of data blocks and gain eﬃ-
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cient block-based data analysis. In the following subsections, both
DIEU and DBOU are described in some detail.
3.1.1. Data import and export unit
Our system is structured based on the concept of RSP that
chunks an input big data ﬁle to a large number of blocks, each
being made as a random sample data block. In order to achieve
this function, we propose the RRP which can partition a big data
ﬁle to any number of random sample data blocks. Naturally, when
a client imports a big data ﬁle which is stored in a record based
format in HDFS, the block manager invokes RRP to convert the
HDFS blocks into RSP blocks. Henceforth, we refer to RSP data
block as a random sample data block stored in HDFS system.
Section 4 demonstrates in details the design and functionalities of
the proposed RRP.
3.1.2. Data blocks organization unit
Block manager offers DBOU to organize RSP data blocks. Its operation is mainly for storing the collection of ﬁles that contain the
data. Users do not need to know how data is stored or manipulated. The user does not necessarily have to know precisely where
all data ﬁles are in the system; as long as the system knows where
all ﬁles are. The system can deliver a report to the user for perusing, a report that the user can read, analyze, and use in an estimation task.
Furthermore, data is organized into ﬁles and directories. Each
big data ﬁle is partitioned and stored in ﬁles; each ﬁle is one data
block and doesn’t exceed HDFS block size. These blocks are collected together under one directory in HDFS, which represents the
whole big data ﬁle. When a block (block’s ﬁle) is stored, the DBOU
stores the block id, block’s namespace, and generation stamp.
3.2. Block registry
Block registry is a data dictionary which provides the statistical summary and all available information about RSP blocks, such
as the number of records, the number of features, mean, variance, max, min, and among others. After generating RSP blocks,
block manager sends tasks to blocks’ nodes to calculate the required mathematical operations; then each node sends the results
to block registry along with the block id to store it in one record.
This process saves time to calculate those mandatory statistical operations and inferences for most machine learning algorithms. Furthermore, it facilitates the block selection process with speciﬁc statistical criteria.
3.3. BDMS client
User applications access the big data management system using
the BDMS client, a code library that exports the BDMS interface.
Similar to HDFS, the BDMS supports operations to read, write and
delete ﬁles, and operations to create and delete directories. Users
reference ﬁles and directories by paths in the namespace.
For the sake of productive utilization of block-based sampling
or any block-based tasks, it is needed to develop new modules or
libraries that give the ability to execute particular tasks on speciﬁc blocks. Thus, the BDMS offers some data block operations
for blocks selection and a statistical summary. The block selection
module is used to select a subset of data blocks using speciﬁc selection criteria (e.g., random selection). These selected blocks can
be used for a variety of analysis tasks such as ensemble models or
ensemble estimates.
4. RSP generation
RSP generation is a key operation in the proposed system architecture. In this section, we deﬁne a partitioning scheme named

round-random partitioning (RRPS), then we discuss the proposed
algorithms to make RSP viable for implementation on a parallel
and distributed system. We propose two algorithms: Algorithm 1,
Algorithm 1 RRP.
Input:
D: a big ﬁle stored in HDFS system;
Q: number of required blocks in D;
Output:
D: a set of RSP blocks;
Method:
1: Initialize Q blocks;
2: for all block in D do
3:
n ← get the number of block records
for all record do
4:
randomly select k from {1, . . ., n} without replacement
5:
get new block index ← k mod Q
6:
write the current record into the new block
7:
end for
8:
9: end for
to partition a big dataset within the available resources, while in
case the dataset is exceptionally massive that makes it diﬃcult to
process within the limited resources, we propose Algorithm 2.
Algorithm 2 Massive-RRP.
Input:
D: dataset stored in HDFS system;
Q: number of required blocks in D;
d: number of sub-datasets;
Output:
D: ﬁnal randomized dataset;
Method:
1: P ← get number of blocks in D
2: Pd = P/d {Pd is number of blocks per sub-dataset}
3: for i = 1 to d do
while Di .blocksCount < Pd do
4:
move a random block from D to Di
5:
6:
end while
Dri ← apply Algorithm 1 (Di , Q/d)
7:
j←1
8:
9:
while Dri .isNotEmpty do
move a random block from Dri to Dnj
10:
11:
if j < d then
j ← j+1
12:
13:
else
j←1
14:
end if
15:
end while
16:
17: end for
18: for j = 1 to d do
Dnr
← apply Algorithm 1 (Dnj , Q/d)
19:
j
move Dnr
blocks to D
20:
j
21: end for

4.1. Round-random partitioning: a horizontal partitioning scheme
The horizontal partitioning was initially introduced in Teradata (Shemer and Neches, 1984) and Gamma (DeWitt et al., 1986)
projects to spread data among a collection of nodes allowing parallel processing. Both projects have deﬁned three basic partitioning
schemes: range partitioning, round-robin partitioning, and hash
partitioning, which are widely used nowadays in big data analytics
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cess Q times is computationally expensive, especially with massive
data. As shown in Fig. 3, round-random partitioning maps each
record to a random block by hashing a key selected randomly from
{1, . . . , n} without replacement; this operation views the data only
once avoiding the iteration for Q times. The pseudo code of RRP is
given in Algorithm 1.
Let a big ﬁle D be stored in HDFS System, HDFS chunks it into a
number of blocks P, and distributes them among the cluster nodes.
The objective of this algorithm is to obtain Q blocks; each block is
a random sample of D. Firstly, RRP initializes Q ﬁles, one ﬁle for
each generated block. This operation typically relates to the storage
and processing systems. Then, for each block in D, reassign each
record to a new block. The reassignment operation is performed
as follows:
•
•

•

Select a random number k from {1, . . . , n} without replacement
Using the formula k mod Q, the index of a new block i is determined.
Write the current record to the new block i

Implementing this algorithm to attain the best performance is
a non-trivial process. For instance, this algorithm can be implemented using a big data processing framework such as Apache
Spark (Zaharia et al., 2010; 2016). Apache Spark does not operate
on the entire dataset at once. Alternatively, a dataset is represented
as an RDD (Zaharia et al., 2012) which is a set of small data subsets called partitions. Each RDD partition is loaded and processed
individually in a separate executor, thus allowing to increase parallelization. By default, Spark maps each HDFS block as an RDD partition. Fig. 4 shows the main steps of RRP implementation using
Apache Spark, summarized as follows:
Fig. 3. Illustration of RRPS; its purpose is to distribute each record in a random
order to a random block.

on distributed ﬁle systems (Vojnovic et al., 2012). Range partitioning is to partition the data according to prescribed ranges. Roundrobin partitioning maps the ith record to block i mod P. Hash partitioning maps each record to a block location based on a hash function. Round-robin partitioning is the most straightforward strategy.
It is excellent in case that an application needs to access the data
ﬁle by sequentially scanning all of it. However, it distributes the
records in a speciﬁc order without considering the statistical characteristics of the original data.
In this section, we deﬁne the fourth partitioning scheme, RRPS
which distributes the records in a random order to P blocks. RRPS
maps the i-th record to block k mod P, where k is randomly selected from {1, . . . , n} without replacement, as shown in Fig. 3.
4.2. RRP: Round-random partitioner
RRP is proposed based on RRPS to partition a big ﬁle into a
set of non-overlapping blocks, where each block is made a random sample of the whole dataset. It is an implementation strategy
to convert the HDFS blocks of a big ﬁle into the RSP data model
which is also stored in HDFS.
Two-stage data partitioning algorithm (Wei et al., 2018) has
been proposed to convert an HDFS ﬁle into an RSP data model
stored in HDFS. The partitioning algorithm consists of two main
steps: data chunking and data randomization. By data chunking,
the data ﬁle is partitioned into P blocks; it is a straightforward operation and done by default when storing data in HDFS. In data
randomization step, a slice of δ records is randomly selected without replacement from each of the original P blocks to form a new
RSP data block. This step is repeated Q times to produce the required number of RSP data blocks. However, repeating this pro-

•

•

•

•

For a dataset D stored in HDFS system and chunked into a
number of blocks P. Using SparkContext.textFile(...)
operation, Spark imports D into an RDD and maps each HDFS
block as an RDD partition.
For each RDD partition, each record value is mapped to
pair value < k, v > , where k ∈ {1, 2, . . . , n} is selected randomly without replacement, and n is the number of the
current partition records. Indeed, this operation is applied to the RDD partitions through the transformation
RDD.mapPartitions(...).
After mapping the RDD values to pair values, the resulted RDD
can be repartitioned using HashPartitioner(Q). In fact, the
hash partitioner reassigns each record to a new RDD partition
index which is the result of k mod Q.
Finally, save the ﬁnal RDD to a new ﬁle which represents an
RSP model of D.

4.3. Massive-RRP: Round-random partitioner for massive data
Nowadays, massive data is being continuously generated in all
ﬁelds of life by different systems and applications on a daily basis.
This amount of data is increasing at a rapid pace, which leads to
challenges in storage, analysis, etc. If the data exceeds the limited
resources, it becomes a challenge to apply Algorithm 1. Algorithm
is proposed to divide a big massive dataset to sub-datasets, allowing to convert each sub-dataset to an RSP using Algorithm 1 in
the limited resources. Fig. 5 demonstrates the steps of Algorithm,
which can be summarized as follows:
•

Stage 1
• For a massive dataset D that has a large number of blocks P,
divide it into d sub-datasets, the volume of each sub-dataset
Di , i = 1, 2, . . . , d, is determined with considerations of the
currently available resources. Each sub-dataset consists of
a number of blocks Pd , these blocks are selected randomly
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Fig. 4. An implementation example of RRP using Apache Spark.

Fig. 5. Illustration of massive-RRP: it consists of two stages of randomization to generate the RSP model.

with equal probabilities and without replacement.
For the ith sub-dataset ∈ {Di }di=1 , apply RRP algorithm to
produce the ith RSP data model Dri of Q/d RSP data blocks.
Stage 2
• For the ith sub-dataset ∈ {Dr }d , randomly select Q/d2
i i=1
blocks without replacement to form a new jth sub-dataset.
This step is repeated for d times to form Dn = {Dnj }dj=1 ; each
•

•

•

•

Dnj has Q/d blocks randomly selected from {Dri }di=1 without
replacement.
For the jth sub-dataset ∈ {Dnj }dj=1 , apply round-random partitioner to generate the jth RSP data model Dnr
of Q/d RSP
j
data blocks.
Finally, collect all RSP data blocks to form one dataset D.

The generation operation in Stage 1 can be considered as multiple operations of the RRP algorithm which is proved in Corollary 1
in (Wei et al., 2018). The analytical proof of Stage 2 is supported by
Theorem 1 in (Wei et al., 2018) which states; suppose dataset A has
N1 records and dataset B has N2 records. If A1 is an RSP data block of
A with records n1 and B1 is an RSP data block of B with records n2 ,


n
N
then A1 B1 is an RSP data block of A B as n1 = N1 .
2

2

As a result of Stage 1, each Di is converted to Dri that has Q/d
RSP data blocks. However, these RSP data blocks are not guaranteed to be random samples of the original dataset D. Thus, Stage 2
extends the randomization on the entire dataset.
For the ﬁrst step in Stage 2, let s be an RSP block and Si =
{s1 , s2 , . . . sQ/d2 } a set of RSP blocks that are selected randomly
from Dri . Hence, Si =
quently, Dnj =

d

i=1

2
Q/d


j=1

s j is a random sample of Dri . Conse-

Si is a random sample of D according to Theorem

1 in (Wei et al., 2018).
By applying RRP on Dnj to produce Dnr
, the resulted RSP data
j
block is a random sample of D.
4.4. Computational complexity
The computational complexity of the two-stage data partitioning algorithm in (Wei et al., 2018) is O(NQ ), where N is the number of records and Q the number of RSP blocks. As mentioned in
Section 4.2, selecting a slice of δ records from each of the original
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P blocks to form an RSP data block is repeated Q times to produce
the required number of RSP data blocks. i.e., it needs to view the
data for Q times to produce Q RSP blocks. In the RRP algorithm, the
data is needed to view only once, where RRP maps each record to
a random block by hashing a random key, as a consequence, the
time complexity is O(N). After parallelization on a parallel and distributed system (such as Apache Spark), the records in P blocks are
distributed to produce Q blocks; this operation is done in parallel.
Therefore, the computational complexity of RRP algorithm is O( NP ).
4.5. Communication complexity
In RRP, there exist data communication operations in the process of data repartitioning. Assume that there are n slaves in a parallel and distributed system and the volume of the original dataset
is (N × M), where N is the number of records and M is the number
of features. In the repartitioning process, the average data communication cost is ( MN
n ). To produce a ﬁnal block, if the samples
are allocated to several computer nodes, local data communication operations occur among these nodes. If one or more are allocated to one computer node, there is no data communication
among them. Hence, to study the message complexity, assume the
request messages are ordered by timestamps, and the processes access the shared resource in that order. For simplicity, we consider
the topology of the network as wholly connected. With this assumption, the algorithm has the message complexity of ( nP (n − 1 ))
for each request, and ( nP (n − 1 )) for each reply, i.e., this algorithm
has the message complexity of ( 2nP (n − 1 )) ≈ (2P ) per shared resource access.

5. BDMS for cross data centers
In big companies that geographically cover vast areas, they may
need two or more data centers to collect data from their clients or
users. When such data size exceeds terabytes in each center, analyzing such kind of data eﬃciently and effectively has become a
signiﬁcant challenge to current big data technologies. However, using BDMS, the user can store big data in each data center as a set
of RSP data blocks. After that, a subset of the RSP data blocks can
be selected randomly from each data center. If the RSP data blocks
have the same distribution, the analysis process can be applied directly to compute any estimator of the big data. However, If the
RSP data blocks from different data centers have different distributions, these blocks with the same index can be merged one by one
from each data center, then the merged blocks can be analyzed to
produce the estimated results or models of the big data.
Assume we have two big data centers C1 and C2 as shown
in Fig. 6. Using BDMS, we can partition the data in both centers into two sets of RSP data blocks, each block representing a random sample of its dataset. Thereafter, few RSP data
blocks {B11 , B12 , . . . , B1N } and {B21 , B22 , . . . , B2N } are selected with
the same number N from both data centers C1 and C2 , respectively, i.e., ∀{B1i }N
, is a random sample of data in C1 and simii=1
larly, ∀{B2i }N
is a random sample of data in C2 .
i=1
According to Theorem 1 in Wei et al. (2018), if B1 is an RSP
data block in C1 and B2 is an RSP data block in C2 , then B1 ∪ B2
is an RSP data block of C1 ∪ C2 . Hence, for {Bi = B1i ∪ B2i }N
, Bi is
i=1
a random sample of the whole dataset in both data centers. Subsequently, {Bi }N
can be employed eﬃciently and effectively for
i=1
various analysis tasks. Furthermore, this approach eﬃciently separates the data storage from data analysis. In our future work, we
plan to investigate partitioning a certain data within a subset of a
data center and also implementing the partitioner for both multiand sub- data-centers.
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Table 1
Characteristics of synthetic datasets.
DS name

Total size

N

M

DS001
DS002
DS003
DS004
DS005
DS006
DS007
DS008
DS009
DS010
DS011

ࣃ 100GB
ࣃ 200GB
ࣃ 300GB
ࣃ 400GB
ࣃ 500GB
ࣃ 600GB
ࣃ 700GB
ࣃ 800GB
ࣃ 900GB
ࣃ 1TB
ࣃ 10TB

10 0,0 0 0,0 0 0
20 0,0 0 0,0 0 0
30 0,0 0 0,0 0 0
40 0,0 0 0,0 0 0
50 0,0 0 0,0 0 0
60 0,0 0 0,0 0 0
70 0,0 0 0,0 0 0
80 0,0 0 0,0 0 0
90 0,0 0 0,0 0 0
1,0 0 0,0 0 0,0 0 0
10,0 0 0,0 0 0,0 0 0

100
100
100
100
100
100
100
100
100
100
100

6. Performance of RSP generation
As data partitioning to RSP data model is a crucial operation
in BDMS, in this section, we evaluate the proposed approaches for
data partitioning operation on synthetic datasets. The experimental results were evaluated by running the proposed approaches on
a cluster consisting of 18 nodes, two of them are name-nodes, and
the remaining 16 are data-nodes. The operating system of the cluster is Centos version 6.8. Each node has 12 cores (24 with Hyperthreading), 128 GB RAM and 12.5 TB disk storage. Apache Hadoop
version 2.6.0 and Apache Spark version 2.0.0 are installed on this
cluster. We have generated different synthetic datasets with varying numbers of records N, and numbers of features M. Table 1
shows the characteristics of the generated datasets. Various experiments were conducted on different sizes of synthetic datasets to
evaluate the performance of RRP regarding the randomization time
over the following parameters: data size, number of original data
blocks, and number of ﬁnal data blocks.
6.1. Average execution time for different datasets
Experiments were carried out on 10 synthetic datasets with
their volumes ranging from 100 GB to 1 TB. In these experiments,
the proposed approaches were used to convert HDFS data blocks to
RSP data blocks. The block size of both HDFS and RSP data blocks
was ﬁxed to 100 MB. The execution time for converting all HDFS
data blocks to RSP data blocks for each dataset by the RRP algorithm on the computing cluster was recorded. The recorded values
of the execution time are plotted in Fig. 7. It is evident that the
time to generate RSP data blocks increases linearly to the size of
the dataset, given that the size of data blocks is ﬁxed and a number of original blocks P is equal to the number of produced blocks
Q. Moreover, we can observe that the execution time for partitioning 1 TB dataset is approaching 35 min, which is quite acceptable
in real applications since we only need to transform each dataset
once. With this transformation, the analysis of big data ﬁles in the
range of several terabytes becomes attainable.
6.2. Average execution time for different numbers of original data
blocks
In this experiment, we analyzed the effect of changing P under constant Q of 10,0 0 0 blocks and dataset size of one TB. We let
P changing from 10,0 0 0 to 10 0,0 0 0 blocks and observed the execution time of the dataset partitioning. In Fig. 8, we can see that
the execution times for converting one TB dataset to 10,0 0 0 and
10 0,0 0 0 RSP data blocks are 30 and 72 min, respectively.
In order to explain the above results, let us consider that each
ﬁnal block is composed of δ P records drawn from P original blocks.
According to the HDFS architecture (Shvachko et al., 2010), if the
client wants to write a block, it requests the name-node to nomi-
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Fig. 6. Using big data management system as a solution for cross data centers: each ﬁnal data block is generated from a sample data block from each data center.

Fig. 7. Execution time of the partitioning operation for different datasets with their
volumes ranging from 100 GB to 1 TB, gradual increase by 100 GB.

Fig. 9. The effect of changing the number of random sample data blocks Q. Q is
changed from 10, 0 0 0 to 10 0, 0 0 0 blocks, while the number of the original blocks P
is ﬁxed to 10, 0 0 0.

ing while the number of RSP data blocks is constant, as shown in
Fig. 8, the execution time to generate 10 0,0 0 0 blocks is approximately double to that consumed in the case of 10,0 0 0 blocks.
Finally, we can say that the processing time is increased due
to the practical nature of HDFS, where the message cost is proportional to the number of P. In addition to HDFS functionalities,
the processing time is also increased due to computer networking
itself.
6.3. Average execution time for different numbers of generated data
blocks

Fig. 8. The effect of changing the number of the original blocks P. P is changed
from 10, 0 0 0 to 10 0, 0 0 0 blocks, while the number of the RSP data blocks is ﬁxed
to 10, 0 0 0.

nate three data-nodes ﬁrst, then the name-node replies with a list
of the required data-nodes. To start writing with the ﬁrst δ records,
the client requests the name-node for the locations of the block
that has the required δ records, and this process repeats for all
P blocks. Hence, the message cost is approximately 4P. Consider
our experiments, when the number of original blocks P is increas-

We conducted experiments on the one TB dataset to analyze
the execution time under different numbers of RSP data blocks.
Fig. 9 shows the effect of changing the number of Q for the one
TB dataset, while the number of P is constant. It is evident from
Figs. 8 and 9, that the execution time of the partitioning process is changing at a higher rate at constant Q than the case
with constant P, due to the strategy of operation that Apache
Spark framework follows. Speciﬁcally, this can be understood by
assuming that the Apache Spark conﬁguration parameters, namely
“spark.executor.instances” and “spark.executor.cores” are set
to 75 and 5 respectively. These parameters deﬁne the number of
the executors and the number of cores in each executor, which
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Fig. 10. The effect of changing P for a synthetic dataset with 10 TB volume. P is
changed from 10 0, 0 0 0 to 1, 0 0 0, 0 0 0 blocks, while Q is ﬁxed to 10 0, 0 0 0.

consequently reﬂect the number of tasks that can be executed at
a speciﬁc instant of time. Accordingly, increasing the parameter Q
leads to an equivalent increase in the execution time of the complete tasks, given that the parameter P is constant. It is worth noting that the number of running tasks and the number of original blocks are ﬁxed at any instant of the partitioning operation. In
other words, the message complexity at any moment is constant,
which do not cause any additional delay or packet loss. As a result, changing Q can be used in various applications with different
requirements.
6.4. Scalability of RSP generation
In this subsection, we are testing the proposed massive-RRP algorithm on partitioning a 10 TB dataset in term of the execution
time while changing the parameters P and Q. Due to the limitations of our computing resources, it is a challenge to partition the
10 TB data directly to RSP data model. Therefore, we used Algorithm in this experiment in order to partition the 10 TB dataset.
The following steps summarize the experiment procedures:
(i) The dataset was ﬁrst divided into ten sub-datasets, namely Di ’s,
each having 1 TB and its blocks were selected randomly from
the 10 TB dataset.
(ii) Apply RRP on each 1 TB dataset under the condition of P = Q
to generate Dri ’s.
(iii) Distribute the generated RSP blocks to another ten datasets,
namely Dni ’s, each of which was formed from an equal number
of blocks which were selected randomly from Dri ’s.
(iv) Apply RRP to Dni ’s to produce ﬁnal RSP blocks with each block
being an RSP data block of the original 10 TB dataset.
By comparing Figs. 9 and 8 with Figs. 11 and 10 respectively,
we can observe that the processing time of 10 TB dataset is approximate 20 times that of one TB dataset. The 20 times increase
can be equally contributed by both the ﬁrst and second steps of
randomization. Accordingly, the proposed approaches are scalable
and can be executed even over larger datasets.
7. Performance of block-based big data analysis
In this section, we compare the performance of BBS and RBS
via experiments on the subsampling technique of simulated data.
The simulated data is used to evaluate the performance of different machine learning algorithms running on large-scale datasets.
Speciﬁcally, we consider the two most popular learning tasks,
namely, regression and classiﬁcation.
We generated a variety of datasets with the size of one TB and
different distributions. Initially, each dataset was partitioned into
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Fig. 11. The effect of changing Q for a synthetic dataset with 10 TB volume. Q is
changed from 10 0, 0 0 0 to 1, 0 0 0, 0 0 0 blocks, while P is ﬁxed to 10 0, 0 0 0.

10, 0 0 0 blocks using RRP algorithm. Then, we compared the results of applying various regression and classiﬁcation learning algorithms on subsamples of the data with BBS and RBS. In RBS, the
samples were drawn at runtime on a record-by-record basis, while
in BBS, some RSP blocks were selected as a sample (or different
samples) of the whole dataset.
For the regression tasks, the data has the form Zi = (Xi , Yi )
which is independently and identically distributed (iid) for
i = 1, . . . , N. We generated two different synthesized datasets
from a linear model Yi = XiT 1M + εi , where M = 100 and N =
50 0, 0 0 0, 0 0 0, with the following distributions: Xi ∼ normal(0, IM )
with ε i ∼ normal(0, 10), and Xi ∼ StudentT(3) with ε i ∼ normal(0, 10).
The experiments in this section were conducted on a computing cluster consisting of 5 nodes. Each node has 12 cores (24 with
Hyper-threading), 128 GB RAM and 12.5 TB disk storage. Apache
Hadoop version 2.6.0 and Apache Spark version 2.0.0 were installed on this cluster.
Figs. 12 and 13 show results for the regression tasks under the
linear data-generating distribution with normal and StudentT Xi distributions. As shown in Fig. 12-a and Fig. 13-a, the processing
time for linear regression learning using RBS is nearly constant of
45 min. In contrast, the processing time using BBS is less than 5
min when 10% samples are used. The processing time increased
linearly as the increase of more samples. For 1 TB data, the linear
regression algorithm using BBS spent 35 min less than the processing time for same learning algorithm with RBS. At the same time,
the accuracy of both tasks is very close to each other. Fig. 12-b
and Fig. 13-b show that the relative error is almost the same for
both sampling techniques. Consequently, using traditional sampling
methods which draw samples record-by-record is time-consuming
compared to the BBS.
For classiﬁcation, we generated a synthesized dataset with the
form Zi = (Xi , Yk ), i.i.d. for i = 1, . . . , N, ∀Yk ∈ (Y1 , . . . , YK ) : Xi,m =
N (μk,m , σk,m ), where m = 1, . . . , M, μk, m ∈ U(0, 10) and σ k, m ∈ U(0,
10). We generated 1 TB dataset with the following parameters: the
number of features (M) = 100, the number of classes (K) = 100,
and the number of records (N) = 1, 0 0 0, 0 0 0, 0 0 0.
Fig. 14 shows the results regarding the classiﬁcation tasks.
While the accuracy of using BBS approaches that of RBS, the processing time to classify a small size of the sample using BBS is
signiﬁcantly shorter than using RBS. Although both methods consumed the same time to classify 100% of the data, this experiment
proves that a small amount of the data is enough to build an accurate model.
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Fig. 12. Linear regression results from a linear data-generating distribution with normal Xi -distribution.

Fig. 13. Linear regression results from a linear data-generating distribution with StudentT Xi -distribution.

Fig. 14. Classiﬁcation results for a synthesized dataset with normal Xi -distribution.

8. Conclusion
In this paper, we introduced the BDMS based on distributed
random sample data blocks. We described a high-level architecture
of this system and the central components to manage distributed

big data ﬁles using current distributed ﬁle systems and processing engines. We also proposed RRPS as a new horizontal partitioning scheme. RRP is proposed based on RRPS to convert HDFS data
blocks into RSP data blocks. In cases where the data exceeds the
available resources, we proposed Massive-RRP as an extension to
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RRP to be suitable for massive data scenarios that are diﬃcult to
convert with RRP. The experimental results show that the execution time for one TB dataset is about 35 min using RRP while for
10 TB using massive-RRP, the execution time is about 11.5 h. Furthermore, we performed additional experiments on data analysis
to compare the performance of BBS and RBS. The results show the
performance of the learning algorithms based on BBS is better than
the same algorithms based on RBS with guaranteed accuracy. Our
future work is to extend BDMS to support large-scale data analysis
workloads in different application contexts such as streaming data
and cross data centers.
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